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Holiday Peace® 15mL

Celebrate the season with family, friends, and 
the blissful aroma of Holiday Peace. Enjoy 
the bright, soothing blend of CPTG® Siberian 
Fir, Douglas Fir, Himalayan Fir, Grapefruit, 
Frankincense, and Vetiver essential oils 
throughout your home.

Holiday Peace® 15mL | 60202866 
$32.67 retail | $24.50 wholesale | 24.5 PV

Holiday Joy® 15mL

Holiday Joy essential oil blend makes every 
house feel like home. The warm, citrusy, spicy 
aroma of Holiday Joy creates a welcoming 
environment for holiday gatherings as it freshens 
the air and warms the spirit. This updated 
proprietary blend of CPTG® Wild Orange, 
Clove, Cassia, Siberian Fir, Frankincense, Benzoin, 
Ginger, Peru Balsam, and Cistus will certainly 
continue to be a dōTERRA holiday tradition.

Holiday Joy® 15mL | 60218215 
$32.67 retail | $24.50 wholesale | 24.5 PV

Holiday products available November 1, unless 
otherwise noted, and while supplies last. Limit four 
of each product, per account, per household.
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Cistus 5 mL
For centuries, Cistus essential oil has been used during 
meditation and for wellness purposes. CPTG® Cistus essential 
oil has a rich, sweet, warm aroma and is soothing and calming 
to skin according to experimental research. With solid cleansing 
properties, it can be added to household cleaning products.

Common Myrtle 5 mL
The common myrtle plant belongs to the same family as tea tree 
and eucalyptus. With a distinctive, camphoraceous, herbaceous, 
eucalyptus-like aroma, CPTG® Common Myrtle essential oil is 
often found in lotions, perfumes, and bath products.

Galbanum 5 mL
Green, earthy, and woody, Galbanum was used by the Egyptians, 
Romans, and Greeks. Hippocrates used it for wellness purposes. 
Mentioned in the Bible, CPTG® Galbanum essential oil can be 
diffused for a fresh aroma, included in a relaxing massage, or 
added to a favorite facial, body, or surface cleanser.

Hyssop 2.5 mL
Known as one of oldest herbs used by humans, Hyssop is a 
member of the mint family. Regarded by both the Greeks and the 
Hebrews as a sacred herb, it is mentioned in the Old Testament. 
With a soft, floral, woody, and refreshing aroma, CPTG® Hyssop 
essential oil can be used in a diffuser, in a massage, or added to 
a surface cleaner.

Acacia Storage Case*
Crafted with strong and distinctive Acacia 
wood, this storage case will become a favorite 
place to keep your essential oils. Providing 
easy access and view of 36 oils, with vertical 
sleeves that slide out, the smooth hardwood 
case has a sleek and modern look.

Acacia Storage Case | 60217654 
$36.67 retail | $27.50 wholesale | 0 PV
*Does not include oils

Ancient Oils

Cistus 5 mL | 60214324 
$101.33 retail | $76.00 wholesale | 70 PV
Common Myrtle 5 mL | 60214381 
$42.67 retail | $32.00 wholesale | 32 PV

Galbanum 5 mL | 60214382 
$66.00 retail | $49.50 wholesale | 49.5 PV

Hyssop 2.5 mL | 60214380 
$26.00 retail | $19.50 wholesale | 19.5 PV
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Sol N ° 3 Personal Aroma
Immerse yourself in daydreams of sun-kissed 
skin and fragrant summer breezes. Sol N° 3, the 
personal aroma inspired by Brazil, takes you on a 
romantic, sun-filled getaway. Inspired by sweet 
citrus groves and exotic flowers, this blend is 
fresh and vibrant featuring CPTG® Mandarin, 
Sandalwood, and Davana essential oils and 
Vanilla absolute.

Available December 1.

Sol N° 3 Personal Aroma | 60217626 
$52.67 retail | $39.50 wholesale | 35 PV

Sol N ° 3 Hand Lotion
Keep your skin soft, hydrated, and healthy-
looking with Sol N° 3 Hand Lotion. Formulated 
with conditioning emollients and natural 
botanical extracts, this light, velvety-smooth 
lotion is infused with the delightful aroma of Sol 
N° 3. The lotion comes in a small, convenient 
tube, perfect for purse or travel. Add a spritz of 
Sol N° 3 Personal Aroma to layer for a longer 
lasting scent. 

Available December 1.

Sol N° 3 Hand Lotion | 60217627 
$19.33 retail | $14.50 wholesale | 12 PV
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Gua Sha Beauty Collection
Gua sha is a beautifully simple practice you can do daily to support healthy skin and create a 
naturally radiant glow. Enhancing the gua sha massage with the undeniable power of Yarrow|Pom 
provides a clean beauty routine with potent results. Perfect for the face, the synergistic blend of 
CPTG® Yarrow essential oil and cold pressed Pomegranate Seed Oil, Yarrow|Pom Active Botanical 
Nutritive Duo nourishes and protects skin. Yarrow|Pom Body Renewal Serum, created expressly for 
the body, contains powerful bioactive compounds to promote smooth, firm, luminous-looking skin. 
The elegant rose quartz gua sha stone will transform your skin as you fully realize the benefits of 
the Yarrow|Pom products leading to the full body glow you deserve.

Gua Sha Beauty Collection | 60217566 
$119.33 retail | $89.50 wholesale | 70 PV

Holiday products available November 1, unless 
otherwise noted, and while supplies last. Limit four 
of each product, per account, per household.
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Neck and Back Wrap  
with Adaptiv® Calming Mist 30 mL

Perfect after an intense workout or a long, busy day, the dōTERRA Neck 
and Back Wrap can be placed in the microwave for use as a heated wrap 
or in the freezer as a cold pack. When you’re ready, add Adaptiv Calming 
Mist to the wrap while you relax, unwind, and enjoy the soothing aroma of 
the Adaptiv Blend with CPTG® Lavender, Magnolia, Neroli, Wild Orange, 
Spearmint, Copaiba, Sweetgum, and Rosemary essential oils.

Neck and Back Wrap  with Adaptiv® Calming Mist 30 mL | 60217764  
$22.00 retail | $16.50 wholesale | 5 PV 

Holiday products available 
November 1, unless otherwise 
noted, and while supplies last. 
Limit four of each product, per 
account, per household.

Terrastone Passive Diffusers
Enjoy dōTERRA CPTG® essential oils wherever you go 
with this pair of portable and sustainable Terrastone 
Passive Diffusers. Housed in recyclable aluminum, 
these stylish and functional diffusers are small, 
reusable, eco-friendly, and designed to add aroma, 
ambiance, and style to any space.

Available December 1.

Terrastone Passive Diffuser | 60217744 
$16.67 retail | $12.50 wholesale | 0 PV
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Adaptiv® Calming Mist 30 mL 
Create a tranquil and comforting environment any time with 
just a spray or two in a room or on  household fabrics. The 
soothing aroma of CPTG® Lavender, Magnolia, and Neroli 
essential oils provides a calming environment while Wild 
Orange and Spearmint set an uplifting atmosphere. Copaiba, 
Sweetgum, and Rosemary complement the unique aroma 
of this mist. Take a deep breath to enjoy the relaxing and 
renewing aroma.

Adaptiv® Calming Mist 30 mL | 60213377 
$9.00 retail | $6.75 wholesale | 5 PV

Holiday Peace™ Room Spray 30 mL 
Transform your home into a winter wonderland with Holiday 
Peace Room Spray. The combination of CPTG® Siberian 
Fir, Douglas Fir, Himalayan Fir, Grapefruit, Frankincense, 
and Vetiver essential oils creates a welcoming aromatic 
sanctuary for the holidays.

Holiday Peace™ Room Spray 30 mL | 60217557 
$9.00 retail | $6.75 wholesale | 5 PV

Calmer creates a peaceful aromatic atmosphere just right 
for setting a study routine or getting ready for bedtime. 
This undiluted blend, created especially for use in a diffuser, 
combines the soothing properties of CPTG® Lavender, 
Cananga, Buddha Wood, and Roman Chamomile essential 
oils to create a serene environment.

Use Calmer with the Koala Diffuser, an adorable and practical 
addition to any playroom or bedroom, and the perfect 
companion for your children while they study or play.

Koala Diffuser with Calmer® Restful Blend 5mL | 60217725 
$79.33 retail | $59.50 wholesale | 25 PV

Koala Diffuser with Calmer® Restful Blend 5mL
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Midnight Forest After Shave

Midnight Forest Aftershave Lotion delivers the 
aroma of a long, leisurely walk in the woods 
with an earthy blend of CPTG® essential oils. It 
hydrates, soothes, and calms post-shave skin 
without being overpowering.

Midnight Forest After Shave | 60215935 
$23.33 retail | $17.50 wholesale | 15 PV

Midnight Forest Body Wash

Transform your shower into a forest bathing 
experience. Midnight Forest Body Wash is 
a natural shower gel, infused with CPTG® 
essential oils, that gently cleanses and 
conditions, leaving skin clean, soft, and smooth.

Midnight Forest Body Wash | 60215490 
$17.67 retail | $13.25 wholesale | 10 PV

Midnight Forest  
After Shave & Body Wash

The after shave and body wash together make 
the perfect gift.

Midnight Forest After Shave & Body Wash | 60219456 
$38.00 retail | $28.50 wholesale | 20 PV

Holiday products available November 1, unless 
otherwise noted, and while supplies last. Limit four 
of each product, per account, per household.
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Moisturize, condition, and keep your beard manageable with one of the dōTERRA Beard 
Oils. Light and fast absorbing argan, Jojoba, Avocado, and Sunflower oils in the blend 
keep your beard soft and hydrated. Benefiting all beard types, with three distinctly 
different CPTG® essential oil aroma profiles for your every mood, the dōTERRA Beard 
Oils are a must for every man’s grooming wardrobe.

Adaptiv® Calming Blend
Fresh and citrusy, dōTERRA Adaptiv Calming Blend 
with Lavender, Magnolia, Neroli, Wild Orange, 
Spearmint, Copaiba, and Rosemary essential oils, 
provides a centering and renewing aroma.

dōTERRA Balance® Grounding Blend
Warm and woody, dōTERRA Balance Grounding Blend 
with Spruce, Ho Wood, Frankincense, Blue Tansy, and Blue 
Chamomile essential oils, provides a grounding aroma.

Northern Escape™ Woodland Blend
Fresh and forest-like, dōTERRA Northern Escape 
Woodland Blend with Black Spruce, Siberian Fir, 
Balsam Fir, Lavandin, Cedarwood, Cypress, Hinoki, 
Frankincense, Nootka, Cananga, and Clove essential oils, 
provides a fresh and adventurous aroma.

Beard Oils

Adaptiv® Beard Oil | 60217695 
$23.33 retail | $17.50 wholesale | 15 PV

dōTERRA Balance® Beard Oil | 60217696 
$23.33 retail | $17.50 wholesale | 15 PV

Northern Escape™ Beard Oil | 60217697 
$23.33 retail | $17.50 wholesale | 15 PV
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Dark Chocolate Mini Bars
Delight in the nostalgia of a holiday chocolate orange 
from your childhood. Each flavorful Dark Chocolate 
Mini Bar is keto-friendly, sugar-free, and gluten-free, 
while maintaining indulgent flavors featuring CPTG® 
Wild Orange essential oil, freeze-dried raspberries, 
and finely chopped almonds. Give the gift of guilt-
free goodies to your loved ones, or yourself!

Dark Chocolate Mini Bars | 60217652 
$12.67 retail | $9.50 wholesale | 5 PV

Holiday Baking Set  
Baking Spice Cuisine Blend 5mL  
with Cookie Cutters

Wherever and whenever people gather to celebrate, 
it’s cookie time! The Baking Spice Cuisine Blend, 
with CPTG® Ginger, Cardamom, Cassia, Clove, 
Cinnamon, and Nutmeg essential oils in coconut oil, 
is a delicious addition to cookies or other homemade 
treats. Add a touch of whimsy to your festivities by 
creating cookies shaped like dōTERRA essential oil 
bottles and oil drops with the two stainless steel 
cookie cutters included in the set.

Holiday Baking Set | 60217771 
$26.00 retail | $19.50 wholesale | 15 PV
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Body Butter   
with CPTG® Carrot Seed,  
Spearmint & Rosemary essential oils

Quench your skin with the nourishment it craves. 
This intense moisturizer is infused with rejuvenating 
Carrot Seed, invigorating Spearmint, and vibrant 
Rosemary CPTG® essential oils. Specifically 
formulated to provide restorative benefits for 
soothing the skin while surrounding you in a crisp, 
grounding aroma.

Available December 1.

Carrot Seed Body Butter | 60217698 
$19.33 retail | $14.50 wholesale | 12 PV

Nighttime Restful Body Oil
At the end of a long day, nothing feels better than 
taking a little time to relax and unwind. Massage 
away the tensions of the day with dōTERRA 
Nighttime Restful Body Oil. This beautiful blend 
provides a lightweight, non-greasy, and hydrating 
skin experience. Breathe in the sweet aroma of soft 
Roman Chamomile and the citrus scent of Bergamot 
CPTG® essential oils as they create an atmosphere 
of calm and relaxation, ideal for a restful sleep.

Available December 1.

Nighttime Restful Body Oil | 60217699 
$35.33 retail | $26.50 wholesale | 21 PV

Holiday products available November 1, unless 
otherwise noted, and while supplies last. Limit four 
of each product, per account, per household.
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dōTERRA  Hope® Touch  
and dōTERRA® Rose Hand Lotion
dōTERRA Hope Touch is a blend combining the fresh scent of CPTG® 
Bergamot with Ylang Ylang and Frankincense essential oils, then 
sweetened slightly with the warming aroma of Vanilla absolute. 
dōTERRA Hope Touch can be applied to the neck, wrists, and pulse 
points to experience a refreshing scent any time.

dōTERRA® SPA Rose Hand Lotion promotes smooth, beautiful skin 
with CPTG® Rose essential oil. As dōTERRA’s most valuable essential 
oil, Rose makes this hand lotion smell wonderful while it softens hands.

What makes these products even more special is their purpose: the 
dōTERRA Healing Hands Foundation®, dōTERRA’s registered non-
profit organization committed to improving lives through partnering 
with organizations that offer hope to millions around the world. The 
foundation seeks to bring healing and hope to the world, and to 
ultimately empower impoverished communities with the tools needed 
to become self-reliant.

dōTERRA Hope® Touch | 60200879 
$20.00 retail | $20.00 wholesale | 0 PV
dōTERRA® SPA Rose Hand Lotion | 37520001 
$20.00 retail | $20.00 wholesale | 0 PV


